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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the study of nonlinear eigenvalue problems, an important role is played, 
when it exists, by the linearization about zero of the problem under consideration, 
i.e., its FrCchet derivative at the origin (cf. [4]). In this context of linearizability, 
a nonlinear version of the classical results for linear Sturm-Liouville second 
order ordinary differential equations has been given by Rabinowitz [7]. This 
was shown (in [8,9]) to be a consequence of a more general global bifurcation 
theorem. An existence theorem for positive solutions of quasi-linear elliptic 
partial differential equations was also derived, in the same spirit, in [S, 91, from 
this global difurcation theorem. 
The purpose of this paper is to study nonlinear Sturm-Liouville problems for 
some second order ordinary differential equations and a class of quasi-linear 
elliptic partial differential equations. The problems we consider need not have 
any linearization at the origin, but still can be related to some linear problems. 
The general idea is to approximate these equations by Iinearizable ones, for 
which we apply the results of Rabinowitz. Then, we pass to the limit using a 
priori bounds which are obtained with the aid of the Sturm comparison theorem, 
or by a positivity argument in the partial differential equation case. 
The main result for ordinary differential equations is proved in Section 2. 
We consider the problem 2~ = Xau + F(x, U, ZL’, X) with separated boundary 
conditions on [0, ~-1, where _Lpu = Xazc is a classical linear Sturm-Liouville 
second order ordinary differential equation. We assume that the nonlinear termP 
is of the formF = f +g,fandg being continuous, withg satisfying a o( i zc j + / U’ () 
condition (like the nonlinear term in [7, S]), and \f(~+ U, zc’, h)j < M j u 1 in a 
neighborhood of u = U’ = 0, uniformly in x and in h. For such an equation, 
we show the existence of two families of continua of solutions, Q,+ and V,-, 
corresponding to the usual nodal properties and bifurcating from the line of 
trivial solutions. In general, one can only prove that bifurcation occurs in each 
interval of a sequence of bounded intervals. Indeed, we give an example of an 
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equation illustrating this fact, where all the points of an interval are actually 
bifurcation points. 
As a particular type of problem in the preceding class, we study in Section 
3 “half-linear” equations, i.e., equations of the form 9u = hau + T j u j. We 
obtain the existence of two sequences of “half-eigenvalues” A,+ and A,-, corre- 
sponding to the usual nodal properties but differentiated according to the sign 
of the eigenfunctions in a neighborhood of 0. It is also shown that for a problem 
possessing different linearizations as zl + Of and u -+ O-, these half-eigenvalues 
correspond to bifurcation points in a global sense. 
In the last section, we consider elliptic partial differential equations with a 
nonlinear term P(x, u, Vu, A) satisfying assumptions analogous to that of Sec- 
tion 2. In the same spirit, we show the existence of an unbounded continuum of 
nontrivial positive solutions (i.e., (A, U) with 24 > 0 and u f 0) bifurcating 
from points which lie in a bounded interval of the line of trivial solutions. 
In [ll; 12, Theorems 2-61, Turner has proved an abstract theorem which is 
related to the type of results we obtain. However, this general theorem does not 
seem to yield the results presented here. 
2. GLOBAL BIFURCATION FOR A CLASS OF NONLINEARIZABLE STURM-LIOUVILLE 
PROBLEMS FOR SECOND ORDER ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Let 9 be the Sturm-Liouville differential operator defined by 9~ = 
-( pu’)’ + qu, where p is a positive, continuously differentiable function, and 
4 is a continuous function on [0, ~1. We denote by (b.c.) the set of separated 
boundary conditions 
b,u(O) + c,u’(O) = 0, 
b,U(T) + clu’(?T) = 0, 
(b.c.) 
where bi , ci are real numbers such that j bi 1 + 1 ci / + 0, i = 0, 1. 
Let a be a positive continuous function on [0, ~1. It is a classical result 
(cf. [2]) that the linear Sturm-Liouville problem 




possesses infinitely many eigenvalues pEL1 < ps < ... < plc < .‘., all of which 
are simple, and lim,,, ptLs = + co. The zeros in [0, Z-] of any eigenfunction w, 
corresponding to plc are nodes (i.e., points t where ~(6) = 0, v,‘(f) + 0), and 
vg has exactly k - 1 zeros in (0, QT). 
Let E be the Banach space of all continuously differentiable functions on 
[0, n] which satisfy the conditions (b.c.). E is equipped with its usual norm 
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/I u ijl = [j u /I,, + 11 u’ II,, , where Jj u jj,, = M ax,,[o,V] [ u(~)j. Sk+ will denote the set 
of functions u E E having exactly k - 1 zeros in (0, r), all zeros of u in [0, Z] 
being nodal, and which are positive in a deleted neighborhood of 0. The sets 
S,+, S,;- = -L&f, and S, = S,+ u S,- are open sets in E. In the following, 
we will denote by Q+ the unique eigenfunction of (2.1) associated to pk such that 
v8-b E S,+ and jj vik+ //i = 1; we also let Us;- = -v~+. 
We consider the equation 
Bu = Xau +F(x, u, d, A), 
(b.c.). 
for x E (0,7r), 
(2.2) 
We assume that the nonlinear term F has the form F = f f g, where f and g are 
continuous functions on [0, 7r] x R3, satisfying the conditions: 
Is/ < 1, and VXE R, 
where 34 is a positive constant; 
g(X, 24, s, A) = fi(j 24 j + j s I), near (u, s) = (0, 0), uniformly in x E [0,77] 
and in A E A, for every bounded interval A. (2.4) 
Because of the presence of the term f, Eq. (2.2) does not in general have a 
linearization about u = 0. For this reason, the set of bifurcation points for (2.2) 
with respect to the line of trivial solutions need not be discrete (cf. the example 
at the end of this section). Therefore, to investigate the question of bifurcation 
for (2.2), one has to consider bifurcation from intervals rather than bifurcation 
points. We say that bifurcation occurs from an interval if this interval contains 
at least one bifurcation point. It is possible, in this frameworli, to extend the 
results of Rabinowitz to Eq. (2.2). 
We denote by Y the closure in Iw x E of the set of nontrivial solutions of (24, 
and by 9%” the closure in 08 x E of the set of all solutions (A, U) of (2.2) with 
u E Sg (V denotes + or -). Our main result for (2.2) is: 
THEOREM 1. Let d = ill/a,, , where a,, = Min,,t,,nl U(X), a?rd bt Irr, -L 
[t.~~ - d, tag + d], pr being the kth eigemalue of (2.1). For every k E Fti rind 
v=+ or -, the connected conqonezt 9zv of Ykv U (Ik x {O)), contaitig 
I, >: (0) is zmbounded and lies in (88 x S,“) u (In: x (0)). 
We first remark that the theorem shows in particular the existence for k E N 
and Y -= + or -, of at least one unbounded continuum of 9, gkY, bifurcating 
from 1, x fO>, i.e., %?&I’ A (I?: x (0)) # .QI, and such that gkv C (iiB x SkV) u 
(Ik x CO)). PYkP C gPy; however, it should be noted that one does not necessarily 
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have gku = Bky n 9.i In fact, Pkv is the union of all such components gku and 
of Ih” X (0). 
To prove Theorem 1, we introduce the approximate equation 
2u = hau + f(X, 21 1 u I<) u’, A) + g(x, u, u’, A), x E (0, T), 
(b.c.). 
(2.5) 
The next lemma will provide uniform a priori bounds for the solutions of (2.5) 
near the trivial solutions and will also ensure that 9$” n (R x (0)) C (Ik x (0)). 
LEMMA 1. Let en , 0 < E, < 1, be a sequence cowverging to 0. If there exists 
a sequence (A, , u,) E R x ST; such that (A, , u,) is a solution of (2.5) corresponding 
to E = E, ) and (& , u,) converges to (A, 0) in R x E, then h E Ik . 
In the proof of this lemma, we require the following very simple observation. 
LEMMA 2. Let j and k be integers, j > k > 2. Suppose there exist two families 
of real numbers 
Then, if & < Q , there exist integersp and q having the same parity, 1 < p < k - 1, 
1 d q < j - 1, such that E, < r), -=c x+1 < fp+l . 
The proof of Lemma 2 is by induction on j. The result is obvious for j = 
k = 2. Suppose the property holds up to the order j - 1, and consider two 
families as in the lemma. If q2 < fa , then the conclusion of the lemma is true 
with p = q = 1. We assume therefore E, < r), , and we define &, = 4s = 0, 
5% = L+1 9 4Q = r/4+1 for 1 <p<k-1, 1 <q<j-1. Since $,<yr, 
applying the induction hypothesis yields the result in general. 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let w, = 24,/j/ u, Ill . Setting 
and 
1 Indeed, the intersection of Ykv and I* x (0) need not be connected. In a similar 
fashion, for the equation considered in Section 3, S‘has two distinct connected components 
bifurcating from Ik x (01, when hk+ # A,-; one half-line in (A*+> x Sk+ and one half-line 
in {A,-} X Sk- (cf. Section 3). 
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20,~ satisfies the equation 
Since w, is bounded in Cl, 6% is bounded in Co, and g, -+ 0 in Co, it follows from 
(2.6) that w, is bounded in Ca. Therefore, by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we may 
assume that w,~ + zu in Cl, /I w j/r = 1. For all n, w, E ST;, hence w lies in the 
closure of Sliy. Let us prove that in fact zo E S5:. 
If eu $ S,;, then w has at least one double zero in [0, r]. Hence there exists 
7 E [0,7;1 such that W%(T) -+ 0 and w,‘( 7 -+ 0, as n -+ co. We may assume that ) 
Ij 21, /iI < 1 so that /frl(x)l < M j w,~(x)\. From (X6), one has 
I 4 I G q wo, I + I wns I t Pi%), (2.7) 
where K is a positive constant and pn = Ma~,,~,,,l I g.&4, lim,n+, pn. = 0. LIZ: 
yn = ($), with the norm in &!a given by / yn / = 1 We j + / ZJ,~’ /. From (2.7) 
we have 
I&L I < (K + l)(l Y% I t PTJ. (2.8) 
Letting 0, = j Y.~~(T)~ + (K + 1) rrpn , integration of (2.8) leads to 
(2.9) 
Using Gronwall’s inequality, we conclude from (2.9) that j ylz(x)\ < K’ci, , 
for all x E [0, ~1, where K’ denotes a positive constant. Since Km,,, 8, = 0, 
this means that zu, -+ 0 in Cl, which is a contradiction. Hence w E S,v. 
To obtain the bound on h, we will now compare w and ~L’~;v in the spirit of the 
Sturm comparison theorem (cf. Section 3, Lemma 3). Since&, . w;l is not known 
to converge, this comparison is not readily derived from Lemma 3. Nevertheless, 
the proof of this lemma can be adapted to the present situation. Let [c, +j C [0, ~1. 
Integrating by parts 
and taking the limit as n + 03, one has 
[p(w(ul)’ - r{w’)]; = [ (A - pJ awq~ + ii ivfn(x) vIcy. (2.10) 
ud and w are both in SkV. Thus by Lemma 2, there are two intervals (5, , or) 
and (5, , qg) in (0, ) r w h ere w and v~;,~ do not vanish and have the same sign and 
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such that either (a) w(&) = ~(7~) = 0, or (/?) 5, = 0 and W(Q) = 0, or (r) 
zu(&) = 0 and Q = r, or (8) t;, = 0 and Q = Z- (this case occurs when k = l), 
and the same for [i$ , ~a] with w replaced by ukV. In all cases, one has 
[p(w(v;)’ - v,vw’)];; > 0, 
(2.11) 
[p(w(v,“)’ - ?$w’)];; < 0. 
Assuming jj u, /II < 1, 1 &(x)1 < Ad / zu,(x)l. Hence, if w and nay have the same 
sign in (<, q), one has 
From (2.10) and (2.11) we obtain 
if h > pk, 
s ‘12 P - Elk) 
a, - Iv] wv,B* < 0, hence h < pk + d, 
52 (2.12) 
if h < pLk, 
s 
VI [(A - pk) a, + &I] WVkY 2 0, hence h 2 y, - d. 
51 (2.13) 
ThushE&. 
Proof of Theorem 1. gkL is the connected component of YkV u (Ilc x (0}) 
containingIk x CO}. Let (h, u) E YkV with u E as,“. Then zc has at least one double 
zero in [0, ~1. Since from the equation one can find a constant K such that 
1 2.f / < X(1 u 1 + 1 u’ I), it f o 11 ows that u = 0. Thus (h, U) E YRv n (R x {O]), 
and by Lemma 1 (taking E, = 0, for all n), YkV n (R x (01) C Ik x (0). Hence 
52k” c (R x Sk”) u (Ik x (0)). 
To complete the proof, it remains to show that gkV is unbounded in R x E. 
Let us suppose that Sk” is bounded. Then Sk” is compact in R x E since Eq. 
(2.2) shows that solutions which are bounded in R x Cr are also bounded in 
Iw x C2. Following [8, Lemma l-21, we can find a neighborhood B of Bku such 
that a0 n YkV = 0. Indeed, let % be a uniform neighborhood of gkv in IR x E. 
If 8% n 8; # 0, since @ A Yky is compact, it is possible to find (cf. [13]) two 
disjoint compact subsets K,, K, of @ n PkV = Kl U K2 such that a@ n Ykv C K, 
and gkV C Kl . Define r > 0 to be the smallest of the distances in R x E 
between Kl and K2 and between Kl and &V. Then 0, the ~12 uniform neighbor- 
hood of Kl is a neighborhood of BkV such that a0 n Ykv = 0. If 8% n YkV = 0, 
we just take Q = G?J. 
For E > 0, f(x, u 1 u lE, s, X) and g(x, u, s, ;\) are o(l u 1 + I s 1) near (u, s) = 
(0,O) in the uniform sense of condition (2.4). The linearization of (2.5) at 
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u = 0 is given by (2.1). H ence by a theorem of Rabinowitz 17, 81, there exists 
an unbounded continuum of solutions of (2.5), 9;,, such that 
(Pk , 0) E %,, c (R x &x7 ” Ikzc 2 0):. 
9& being connected, there exists (h, , u,) E qC,, n 86’ for all E > 0. Since 8 is 
bounded in R x B, Eq. (2.5) h s ows that (h, , UJ is bounded in R x C2 inde- 
pendently of E. Therefore, one can find a sequence c.)~ L 0 such that (hEX r &,) 
converges to a solution (h, u) of (2.2). u 1 ies in the closure of Skv. But if u E: as,‘, 
then (as we have seen) u = 0, and by Lemma 1, h E 1, , which is impossible 
(0 is a neighborhood of JE x (01). H ence a0 n YkV + G , which contradicts the 
assumption that Sk* was bounded. Q.E.D. 
An Example of Bifuwation fronz a Whole Interval. It is actually possible for 
an equation of type (2.2) to have a whole interval of bifurcation points. To 
illustrate this situation, consider the equation 
-un = Au + u sin(zL” + P-t/a in (0,4, 
u(0) = U(7r) = 0. 
(2.14) 
This equation possesses the family of solutions (X(y), u(y)) where u(y)(x) = 
y sin x and h(y) = 1 - sin / y l-l, y # 0. It is clear from the graph of h(y) = 
1 - sin / y j-l, that all the points of [0, 21 x {O> = I1 x (01 are bifurcation 
points for (2.14). 
Remark. Aside from the case when the equation is linear&able or half- 
linearizable (in the sense of Section 3), the structure of the set of bifurcation 
points within II, x (0) is not clear. The proof of Theorem 1 remains valid if 
we choose to define M by 
n/r = inf Sup .f(% u, s, A) 
n>O zdo,af u : 
0<lUl4Sl<%AE8e 
It would be interesting to have more information about the set of bifurcarion 
points in I, x (01, e.g,. under what conditions is this set finite ? Or when does 
it contain an interval ?, etc. 
3. A PARTICULAR CLASS OF NONLINEWZABLE PRoBLEhw “HALF-LINEAR" 
AND “HALF-LINEARLZABLE” EQUATIONS 
Let 01 and p be two continuous functions on [0, 7~1. We consider the “half- 
IineaP problem 
2% = Xau + au+ + pu-, 
(b.c.), 
in (0, rh (3.1) 
* Equation (3.1) is called half-linear because it is positively homogeneous and linear in 
the cones ~1 > 0 and u < 0. 
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where uf = Max(u, 0), K = (-a)+, and _Ep, a, (b.c.) are as in Section 2. We say 
that X is a “half-eigenvalue” of (3.1) if there exists a nontrivial solution (A, u,J 
of (3.1). In this situation, {(A, tu,), t > O> is a half-line of nontrivial solutions 
of (3.1). h is said to be simple if all solutions (A, -a) of (3.1), with v and zc, having 
the same sign on a deleted neighborhood of 0, are on this half-line. There may 
exist another half-line of solutions {(A, tv,J, t > 01, but then we say that X is 
simple if w, and uA have different signs on a deleted neighborhood of 0, and all 
solutions (A, V) of (3.1) 1’ re on these two half-lines. Equation (3.1) belongs to the 
class of equations we have investigated in the preceding section. In the case of 
this equation, Theorem 1 can be improved to give the following result. 
THEOREM 2. There exist two sequences of simple half-eigenvalues jii (3.1), 
Al+ < A,+ < a.- < hkf < .*., and A,- < A,- < ... < A,- < .-‘. The corre- 
spoflding half-lines of solutions are in (&+) x S,+ and (A,-) x Sk-. Furthermore, 
aside from these solutions and the trivial ones, there are no other solutions of (3.1). 
By Theorem 1, we know that there exists at least one solution of (3.1), 
(Ali”, u~zy) E R x S,*, for every k = 1, 2 ,..., v = + and v = -. The positive 
homogeneity of (3.1) then implies that {(AL”, tukY), t > O> are half-lines of solutions 
in (A,V] x Skv. To prove the remaining assertions, we recall the Sturm comparison 
theorem. 
LEMMA 3. Let [f, v] C LO, x] and w, , w, (20~ f 0) be two c” functions on 
CC!, 771 satisfyifig 
where a,, aB are continuous on [E, rjj and a, > a, on (l, q). Suppose, moreover, 
that either 
(i) w,(f) = w,(q) = 0, Or 
(ii) bow,([) + c,,w.~‘( E) = 0, i = 1, 2 and w,(y) = 0, or 
(iii) b,zuJ~) + clzui’(~) = 0, i = 1, 2 a?zd ~a~(..$ = 0, or 
(iv) bowi + c~zYI~‘(~) = 0, i = 1, 2, and 
b,wi(T) + c,w~‘(~) = 0, i = 1, 2, 
where j ba j + 1 ci 1 f 0, i = 0, 1. Then there exists < E (& 7) such that zoI(<) = 0. 
Proof of Lemma 3 (cf. [2]). If the conclusion does not hold, we may assume 
without loss of generality that wr > 0 and w2 > 0 in (t, 7). But then we have 
s * w,9w, - zu L?w, = s ’ (al - aJ wlwB > 0. E 
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On the other hand 
I 
n w,2zw, - .w,6pw, = [p(w,w,’ - Qwl’)];. 
c 
The last expression is nonpositive in all the four cases, a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 2. A nontrivial solution (h, U) of (3.1) is such that u has only 
nodal zeros in [0, n] by the uniqueness of the solution of the initial value problem 
(the right-h an d d si e of (3.1) being Lipschitz continuous in u). Hence u lies in 
some Sku. Now suppose we have two solutions (h, zl) and (p, U) of (3.1) with 
u E Sku and u E Skv. We may assume without loss of generality that the first zero 
of sir to occur in (0, ~1 is a zero of u. That is, there exists 5 E (0, ~1 such that 
~(0 = 0, u and w do not vanish and have the same sign in (0, 5). By Lemma 3 
applied to u and z, in (0, 0, one has p < h. On the other hand, by Lemma 2, 
there must exist an interval [c, ~1 C [0, 7~ such that u and ‘zi do not vanish and ] 
have the same sign in (f, q), and either W(E) = v(q) = 0, or U(E) = 0 and q = 5, 
or 4 = 0 and T = < = m (the latter occurring when k = 1). Again by Lemma 3, 
h d l-G hence X = i-1. But then, the uniqueness in the initial value problem 
implies the existence of a positive constant c such that z’ = CU. Thus the A, are 
simple half-eigenvalues and aside from the trivial solutions and the half-lines 
((h,“, t+“), t > 01, there are no other solutions of (3.1). 
To show that the sequences XI;, v = + or - are increasing, we observe that, 
given solutions (hF;, u) and (Q, Z) with u E S,;, 2) E Siy, and k < j, the first 
zero of UZI to occur in (0, r) is a zero of ‘u. Indeed, if this were not the case, 
using the same argument as above, Lemma 2 (since k < j) and Lemma 3 would 
imply Xiv = hkv, which is impossible, since the half-eigenvalues were shown to be 
simple. Therefore, by Lemma 3, X,; < hjy. 
The preceding result for Eq. (3.1) leads naturally to investigation of another 
particular class of problems of type (2.2). We now consider equations which 
possess “half-1inearizations” about zt = 0. This occurs when F(w, u, u’, h) = 
cm+ + Pu- -5 g( x”, U, u’, X) and g satisfies condition (2.4) as in Section 2 (a and @ 
are continuous functions). Then (3.1) is a “half-linearization” of 
Yu = hau + au+ + pu- + g(x, u, u‘, A), x E (0, x) 
(b.c.). 
The next result describes the bifurcation structure for Eq. (3.2). 
(3.2) 
THEOREM 3. For each k E N, v = + OT v = -, (AX.“, 0) is a bifurcation point 
for (3, 2). Moreover, tkere exists an unbourzded continzuma of solutierzs of (3.2)* 
C2Zv such tlznt (AIcy, 0) E gk” C (R x Skv) u (&“, 0)). 
To derive this result from Theorem 1, one observes that the only possible 
505/26/3-5 
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bifurcation points for (3.2) are the points (hkv, 0). Indeed, let (h, , u,J, zl, + 0 
be a sequence of solutions of (3.2) converging to (h, 0). Then dividing (3.2) by 
[j U, j/r, the equation shows that u,/jj u, /jr is bounded,in Ca. Hence there exists 
a subsequence of zl,/ll U, j)r converging to EC in Cl and thus also in C’s by the 
equation. (A, U) is a solution of (3.1) with [I zc II1 = 1. By Theorem 2, h must be one 
of the half-eigenvalues of (3.1). Furthermore if u, E Sk” for all n, then IC is in the 
closure of Skv and in fact u E Sk*, whence h = XkV. Denoting by YkV the closure in 
[w x E of the set of solutions (p, V) of (3.2) with v E SkV, we have Ye” TS 
(R x (01) c {(A& O)}. If &y is the component given by Theorem 1, we define 
gikv = gky n sPky. It is then readily verified that gkV is an unbounded component 
of YkV and (XA~, 0) ~9~” C (Iw x Sk”) u ((XkV, 0)). 
4. EXISTENCE OF POSITIVE SOLUTIONS FOR NONLINEARIZABLE ELLIPTIC PARTIAL 
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we study nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations 
corresponding to the Sturm-Liouville problems of Section 2. We extend the 
result of Rabinowitz concerning the existence of a branch of positive solutions, 
[8, 91, to this class of nonlinearizable equations. As in [8, 91, the positivity plays 
here the same role as nodal properties in Section 2. 
Let Q be a bounded domain in IWN with a smooth boundary ZJ = r, and let 
L be the divergence type differential operator in Q defined by 
We assume that L is uniformly elliptic in a and that the aij are in Cl(o). Let 
a(~) be a continuous function on D such that a(~) > 0, for all 3: ED. 
We consider the nonlinear boundary value problem 
Lu = hau + F(x, u, Vu, A), 
u = 0, on r. 
in Q, 
(4.1) 
Here Vu = (&/ax, ,..., &/ax,), h is a real parameter, and the nonlinear 
term F is of the form F = f + g, with f and g continuous functions on a x 88 x 
EP x 1w such that 
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(Js is a positive constant); 
+, II, s, X) = o(\ u 1 + 1 s I), near (u, s) = (0, O), uniformly 
in x E Q and in every bounded interval of X. 
(4.3) 
For k E IW, and z 6 (0, l), Pa(@ d enotes the Banach space of the functions 
in C?@) having all their derivatives of order k Holder continuous with exponent 
a. IW~(Q) is the Sobolev space of functions u EL”(Q) such that Deu EL”(Q), 
VP, 1 p 1 < K (multiindex notation). It is well known (cf, e.g., [6]) that, when 
p > N, there exists a constant x such that 
In the following, a: E (0, 1) is given and p will denote a real number such that 
p > N and OL < 1 - N/p. Thus Waft is compactly embedded in CP@). 
Let E = {u E C?(Q); u = 0 on r>. E is equipped with the usual norm 
/j . /jcI,e . -A couple (h, U) E R x E is said to be a solution of (4.1) if u E ‘W**“(Q) and 
(A, u) satisfies (4.1). We define P+ = (u E E, u > 0 in Q, and cirt/& < 0 on J’j, 
where &/& is the outward normal derivative of ZL on r. The sets Pi, P- = -P-i- 
and P = P+ u P- are open sets in E. It is a classical consequence of a theorem 
of Krein-Rutman [S], that the linear eigenvalue problem 
Lv = Am, in B, 
v = 0. on r 
(4.4) 
possesses a smallest positive eigenvalue h, , which is simple, and such that the 
corresponding eigenfunctions are in P. Let v1 be the unique such eigenfunetion 
satisfying jj vI licl,= = 1 and v1 E Pf. 
As in Section 2, we let a, = MinXGii a(x), d = M/q, and I = [X, - 6, X, + d]. 
We also let KY = T;; - (O}, f or v = + or -, F being the closure of P* in E. 
The closure in R x E of the set of solutions (X, U) of (4.1) with u E Ku is denoted 
by Y*. 
We have the following result for Eq. (4.1). 
THEOREM 4. The connected component %+ of Yy u [I x (01) containi~tg 
1 x (0) is unbounded and lies in (R x Kv) U (1 x (O)), fog v = + and Y = -. 
To prove this theorem, we approximate (4.1) by a family of linearizable 
equations, as in Section 2. However, with a view to applying the result of 
Rabinowitz [9, lo], we need to approximate (4.1) by equations where all the 
coefficients and the nonlinear terms are of class Cl. In order to construct such 
an approximation, we will first prove the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 4. Thee exist two families of Cl functions on B x LL! x i&P’ >: [w, 
fC and’g, , for 0 < E < 1, cowueyging to f and g, respectively, as E \ 0, unijormly 
on compact subsets of Q x R x [w” x R, atzd such that 
gJx, 24, s, A) = ~(1 u 1 + / s I) near (u, s) = (0, 0), uniforms in 
x E!2, in E E (0, 11, and in every bounded interval of A. 
(4.6) 
Furthermore, fC and g, are bounded independently of E on compact sets of 0 x R x 
RN x R. 
The proof of Lemma 4 is by regularization and truncation. 
We first construct fc under the stronger assumption onf: 
f(x, % s, 4 < M; 
21 
vxei2; VUEE, o< Iul< 1; 
(4.2bis) 
VSEEIWN;, VhER 
(i.e., condition (4.2) is satisfied for all s E RN). 
Define a function f by f(x, u, s, A) = f(~, u, s, h)/u, if x E!?, ZL # 0, and 
f(x, 21, s, A) = 0 otherwise. Under condition (4.2bis), flies in L&$P’+s). Let wE 
be a family of “mollifiers” in R 2N+%. For 0 < E ,( 1, W, is a Cm function on 




we(X) dX = 1. 
[W$N+-2 
Define 
fE(X> = u J-N+* 4X - Y>f(Y> dY> 
where X = (x, u, s, A) and I’ = ( y, V, t, p). fE is a C” function for all E, 
0 < E < 1. It is easy to see that fE converges to f uniformly on compact subsets 
of Sz x R x W’ x R. Furthermore, fC is bounded on compact sets ofB x R x 
lRNxRindependentlyof~.Forx~~,[u/ ~~,s~[W”,andX~[W,(X-yl < 
c/2 < $ implies ] v 1 < 1; hence [f(Y)] < n/r and fE satisfies (4.5). 
Consider now a function f as in the lemma, i.e., f satisfies condition (4.2). 
Let 5 be a continuous function on Iw”, 0 < 5 < 1, such that c(s) = 0 for 
] s / 3 1, and l(s) = 1 for j s ] <,$. We writef(X) = [(s)f(X) + (1 - c(s)) f (X). 
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The function[(s)f(X)satisfies condition(4.2bis).H ence by the above construction, 
there exists a family of C1 functions h, on 8 Y, W ‘X RN x R converging to 
<(s)J(X) uniformly on compact subsets of Q x R x W’ x 88. Furthermore, li, 
satisfies condition (4.5). Let k, be a family of Cl functions on B >: R x 58” x R 
converging to the continuous function (1 - <(s))f(X), uniformly on compact 
subsets of 0 >( W x RN x R and such that ks is bounded on these subsets 
independently of E. Let q(s) b e a Cr function on RN such that T(S) = 0 for 
) s j ( 4, and q(s) = 1 for \ s [ > Z$. Define f<(X) = hE(X) + 2(s) k,(X). Since 
~(1 - 5) = I - 1;, f6 converges to f uniformly on compact subsets of Q x Q >< 
RV x R and is bounded on compact subsets of a x R x W’ >: W independently 
of E. For j s / ,( $,fJX) = &(X), hencefsatisfies (4.5j. 
The construction of g, is also by regularization. First extend g by setting 
g(X) = 0 if ,r $8. Then define 
It is easily seen that g satisfies the requirements of the lemma. 
Proof of Tkeorem 4. We first observe that if a set 3 of solutions of (4.1) is 
bounded in R x E, then it is relatively compact in R x E. Indeed for (A, U) E B, 
the right-hand side of (4.1) is bounded in CO(a). Using theL” estimate (cf. [I]), 
we obtain a bound for u in WJ(Q). Since Wz~p(1;2) is compactly embedded in 
Ga(8), B is relatively compact. With the aid of this observation, the same 
argument as in Section 2 applies here (cf. [S, 131). To prove the theorem, it 
suffices to show that for every bounded open neighborhood 0 of I >: (Oj- in 
R x E, there is a solution (A, U) of (4.1) on 20 with u E KV. We also must show 
that 9 C (R x P) U (I x (0)). These facts will be proved by approximation. 
Let fE and g, be the functions given by Lemma 4 and let LE be the differential 
operator defined by 
L’u = - f 2j2x,(u,:.(x>224/2,j, 
i,j=l 
where & E C”(~) and a:j converge to aij in Cr(-G) as E L 0. We may choose aij 
so that LE is uniformly elliptic in a with an ellipticity constant independent of 
E E [0, l] (we set Lo = L). Let n, be a family of Cl functions converging to a, 
uniformly on .!? and such that a, > 0 on !?. 
We consider the approximate problem 
LQ = hap +f,(x, u 1 24 jE, Vu, X) + g,(x, u, Vu, X) in Q, 
?A=0 on r. 
(4.?) 
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This equation possesses the linearization near u = 0: 
LEu = Aa@ in Q, 
U==O on r. (4.8) 
By Krein-Rutman’s theorem [5], the problem (4.8) has a least eigenvalue 
A,,, > 0 which is simple, and a unique eigenfunction v~,~ associated to A,,, , such 
that /j v,,, /jcl,” = 1 and al,E E P+. 
Using the variational characterization of the first eigenvalue (cf. [3]), 
where &r(Q) = {u E TWa(Q), u = 0 on r}, one has lim,l ,, h1,E = A1 . By the LP 
estimate, [I], II v,,, IIWW is bounded. Hence, there exists a subsequence vi E 
converging weakly in TV*p(s2) and strongly in C1,a(@ to v. On the other hand: 
for any such subsequence v = vu1 , since v must then satisfy 
Lv = h,av in Q, 
v=o on r, 
(4.9) 
and v E P’, 11 v I/cl,z = 1. Therefore, as E L 0, ZJ~,~ converges to v, , weakly in 
P.p(Q) and strongly in rP@). 
For Eq. (4.7), a result of Rabinowitz [8-1O],3 applies. There exist two un- 
bounded connected sets of solutions of (4.7), V??,“, in Iw x E such that 
Since U is a given bounded open neighborhood of I x (0) in Iw x’ E, for E > 0 
small, (Ai,E , 0) E 01. Thus, VZ; n i3B # @. Let E, be a sequence converging to 0, 
and let (A?& , .u,) E V?z, n 80. Since zc, is bounded in C1~a(.@, the right-hand side 
of (4.7), where we take E = E, and u = u, , is bounded in Co(o) hence inD(Q). 
The LP estimate [l] gives then a bound in WQ(Q) for u, , independently of 
E, > 0. Therefore, one can find a subsequence, denoted again by E, , Q, \ 0, 
such that A.,, + A, u, -+ u in E and u, - u in W2*P(Q). Clearly (A, 2~) is a solution 
of (4.1) (by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem) and u E E It suffices 
now to prove that u f 0. 
3 The result of Rabinowitz we use here was proved in [S, 91 under some additional 
hypotheses on the nonlinear term. However, it remains valid without these assumptions: 
In [lo, Section VIII.7], the existence of one unbounded continuum in R x P is proved 
in general. It is not difficult then to obtain two unbounded subcontinua, corresponding 
to P+ and P-, using [lo, Lemma VIII.lO] an d an argument similar to [S, Corollary 2.131. 
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Suppose u = 0, and let w, = zc,/Il u, I/~I,~ ,
and 
Thus (4.7) divided by 11 u, (jCl,a gives 
LE”Wn = A,a$un + f&) + in(X), in G, 
wu, = 0, on r. 
(4.10) 
The terms fn, & are bounded in Co(a) and Ij ZD% J& = 1. Again by the LQ 
estimate, w, is bounded in P**(Q). Hence, after extraction of a subsequence, 
we may assume that w, + w in E with jj w llcl,z = 1. Since LE is self-adjoint, one 
has 
which gives 
& converges to 0 in C”(@. Letting n -+ to, (4.11) yields 
(4.12) 
For n large enough, 11 u, /& < Q, so that 
Using (4.13) and the fact that w E Ku, the same discussion as in Section 2 for 
(4.12) (cf. (2.12) and (2.13)), shows that h E I. But this is a contradiction, since 
(X, 0) E %!I. Hence u f 0 and u E I?. 
Finally, we observe that taking 6% = 0 for all fz, in (4.10), the preceding 
argument also shows that Yy C (LX x Ku) u (I x CO]). Q.E.D. 
From Theorem 4, we see in particular that there exist two unbounded con- 
tinua Bf, 9-, of solutions of (4.1) in [w x E, bifurcating from I x (O}, i.e., 
9”(1~(0})# ,G andL@CP,for~=+andv=-. 
Remark. As in the result of Rabinowitz [%-lo], we only obtain the existence 
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of one branch of positive solutions and one branch of negative solutions, since 
we cannot exploit nodal properties. It would be of interest to know whether the 
results of Section 3 can be generalized to the analogous type of nonlinear eigen- 
value problems for elliptic partial differential equation. For instance, does the 
equation 
-Au = Au + j 24 I, in Q 
11 = 0, on T, 
(4.14) 
possess infinitely many half-eigenvalues ? 
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